
Created on Thursday 20 August, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Himeji Leather Pouch - Yellow
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-049

Himeji white leather is also called Shironameshi
that is good for people and the environment,
tanned only with the use of ingredients provided by
nature, and no chemicals. Leather tanned this way
is given a beautiful white finish with a fine texture.
The white leather can then be dyed with beautiful
colors, and this is what sets shironameshi leather
apart. Yoshikawa Leather, which was established in
Tatsuno, Hyogo Prefecture in 1955 and specializes
in white leather, is a tannery* that began by
making white leather for volleyballs. With a belief
in making leather without regrets, Yoshikawa
Leather produces beautiful leather, which is then
dyed in striking Cohana colors. 
These leather pouches will ease their way into your
heart, with a charm that grows the more you use
them. Reminiscent of plump flower buds, their
shape spreads out like a flower in bloom when you
loosen the string, allowing you to use these
pouches as accessory cases. Their size (85 mm. x
50 mm.) makes them perfect forholding sewing
tools and accessories, and convenient for carrying.
*A tannery is a workshop where craftspeople
process animal hides (skins) into leather,which can
then be used as a material

Price: € 63.55 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Thursday 20 August, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Himeji Leather Pouch - Pink
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-050

Himeji white leather is also called Shironameshi
that is good for people and the environment,
tanned only with the use of ingredients provided by
nature, and no chemicals. Leather tanned this way
is given a beautiful white finish with a fine texture.
The white leather can then be dyed with beautiful
colors, and this is what sets shironameshi leather
apart. Yoshikawa Leather, which was established in
Tatsuno, Hyogo Prefecture in 1955 and specializes
in white leather, is a tannery* that began by
making white leather for volleyballs. With a belief
in making leather without regrets, Yoshikawa
Leather produces beautiful leather, which is then
dyed in striking Cohana colors. 
These leather pouches will ease their way into your
heart, with a charm that grows the more you use
them. Reminiscent of plump flower buds, their
shape spreads out like a flower in bloom when you
loosen the string, allowing you to use these
pouches as accessory cases. Their size (85 mm. x
50 mm.) makes them perfect forholding sewing
tools and accessories, and convenient for carrying.
*A tannery is a workshop where craftspeople
process animal hides (skins) into leather,which can
then be used as a material

Price: € 63.55 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 28 September, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Himeji Leather Pouch - Blue
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-052

Himeji white leather is also called Shironameshi
that is good for people and the environment,
tanned only with the use of ingredients provided by
nature, and no chemicals. Leather tanned this way
is given a beautiful white finish with a fine texture.
The white leather can then be dyed with beautiful
colors, and this is what sets shironameshi leather
apart. Yoshikawa Leather, which was established in
Tatsuno, Hyogo Prefecture in 1955 and specializes
in white leather, is a tannery* that began by
making white leather for volleyballs. With a belief
in making leather without regrets, Yoshikawa
Leather produces beautiful leather, which is then
dyed in striking Cohana colors. 
These leather pouches will ease their way into your
heart, with a charm that grows the more you use
them. Reminiscent of plump flower buds, their
shape spreads out like a flower in bloom when you
loosen the string, allowing you to use these
pouches as accessory cases. Their size (85 mm. x
50 mm.) makes them perfect forholding sewing
tools and accessories, and convenient for carrying.
*A tannery is a workshop where craftspeople
process animal hides (skins) into leather,which can
then be used as a material

Price: € 63.55 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 28 September, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Himeji Leather Pouch - Gray
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-053

Himeji white leather is also called Shironameshi
that is good for people and the environment,
tanned only with the use of ingredients provided by
nature, and no chemicals. Leather tanned this way
is given a beautiful white finish with a fine texture.
The white leather can then be dyed with beautiful
colors, and this is what sets shironameshi leather
apart. Yoshikawa Leather, which was established in
Tatsuno, Hyogo Prefecture in 1955 and specializes
in white leather, is a tannery* that began by
making white leather for volleyballs. With a belief
in making leather without regrets, Yoshikawa
Leather produces beautiful leather, which is then
dyed in striking Cohana colors. 
These leather pouches will ease their way into your
heart, with a charm that grows the more you use
them. Reminiscent of plump flower buds, their
shape spreads out like a flower in bloom when you
loosen the string, allowing you to use these
pouches as accessory cases. Their size (85 mm. x
50 mm.) makes them perfect forholding sewing
tools and accessories, and convenient for carrying.
*A tannery is a workshop where craftspeople
process animal hides (skins) into leather,which can
then be used as a material

Price: € 63.55 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 28 September, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Himeji Leather Pouch - Green
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-051

Himeji white leather is also called Shironameshi
that is good for people and the environment,
tanned only with the use of ingredients provided by
nature, and no chemicals. Leather tanned this way
is given a beautiful white finish with a fine texture.
The white leather can then be dyed with beautiful
colors, and this is what sets shironameshi leather
apart. Yoshikawa Leather, which was established in
Tatsuno, Hyogo Prefecture in 1955 and specializes
in white leather, is a tannery* that began by
making white leather for volleyballs. With a belief
in making leather without regrets, Yoshikawa
Leather produces beautiful leather, which is then
dyed in striking Cohana colors. 
These leather pouches will ease their way into your
heart, with a charm that grows the more you use
them. Reminiscent of plump flower buds, their
shape spreads out like a flower in bloom when you
loosen the string, allowing you to use these
pouches as accessory cases. Their size (85 mm. x
50 mm.) makes them perfect forholding sewing
tools and accessories, and convenient for carrying.
*A tannery is a workshop where craftspeople
process animal hides (skins) into leather,which can
then be used as a material

Price: € 63.55 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 21 October, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Magewappa Embroidery Hoop Toolbox - Green & Blue
15cm.
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH 45-074

A "Magewappa" (box made by bending wood) and
"Embroidery Hoop" bent and made by hand one by
one out of thinly-shaved Japanese cedar and hinoki
cypress.The handicraft of the artisan, pliability of
the wood, and perfectly straight wood grain
together make for a beautiful wooden curve.
Cohana has combined this "Magewappa" and
"Embroidery Hoop" together to form a beautiful
wood grain toolbox. The item includes removable
partitions so that the owner may divide the box as
they wish for their desired uses. The lid displays a
cross-stitch which gives the item the warmth of a
human touch, and a real, usable embroidery hoop
is included as well. The embroidery hoop can also
be used as a frame for interior decorating.
The "Magewappas" were created by MOCKATS, an
artisan who converted to a "wappa" craftsman
from a furniture craftsman in order to spread the
word of the high quality of Tottori Prefecture's
Chizu cedar to the entire country. They studied
under a teacher from the birthplace of the
"Magewappa" craft, Akita Prefecture, and maintain
a reliable quality as they demonstrate this craft to
its fullest extent. 
Product size: 16,5 cm x 15,6 cm x 6 cm

Price: € 195.20 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 21 October, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Magewappa Embroidery Hoop Toolbox - Yellow & Pink
12cm.
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH-45-071

A "Magewappa" (box made by bending wood) and
"Embroidery Hoop" bent and made by hand one by
one out of thinly-shaved Japanese cedar and hinoki
cypress.The handicraft of the artisan, pliability of
the wood, and perfectly straight wood grain
together make for a beautiful wooden curve.
Cohana has combined this "Magewappa" and
"Embroidery Hoop" together to form a beautiful
wood grain toolbox. The item includes removable
partitions so that the owner may divide the box as
they wish for their desired uses. The lid displays a
cross-stitch which gives the item the warmth of a
human touch, and a real, usable embroidery hoop
is included as well. The embroidery hoop can also
be used as a frame for interior decorating.
The "Magewappas" were created by MOCKATS, an
artisan who converted to a "wappa" craftsman
from a furniture craftsman in order to spread the
word of the high quality of Tottori Prefecture's
Chizu cedar to the entire country. They studied
under a teacher from the birthplace of the
"Magewappa" craft, Akita Prefecture, and maintain
a reliable quality as they demonstrate this craft to
its fullest extent. 
Product size: 13,6 cm x 12,7 cm x 8,5 cm

Price: € 195.20 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Wednesday 18 November, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Himeji Leather Pouch - Winter Gold
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-171

Limited Edition
Himeji white leather is also called Shironameshi
that is good for people and the environment,
tanned only with the use of ingredients provided by
nature, and no chemicals. Leather tanned this way
is given a beautiful white finish with a fine texture.
The white leather can then be dyed with beautiful
colors, and this is what sets shironameshi leather
apart. Yoshikawa Leather, which was established in
Tatsuno, Hyogo Prefecture in 1955 and specializes
in white leather, is a tannery* that began by
making white leather for volleyballs. With a belief
in making leather without regrets, Yoshikawa
Leather produces beautiful leather, which is then
dyed in striking Cohana colors. 
These leather pouches will ease their way into your
heart, with a charm that grows the more you use
them. Reminiscent of plump flower buds, their
shape spreads out like a flower in bloom when you
loosen the string, allowing you to use these
pouches as accessory cases. Their size (85 mm. x
50 mm.) makes them perfect forholding sewing
tools and accessories, and convenient for carrying.
*A tannery is a workshop where craftspeople
process animal hides (skins) into leather,which can
then be used as a material

Price: € 63.55 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 23 November, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Sewing set - Natural
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-176

An elegant and practical sewing kit that is a true
mush-have for all fans of the Cohana brand. It
contains a pair of Seki Mini Scissors, one Sewing
Needle Set for Light/Medium-Weight Cloth and one
Wooden Thread Winder (White) all inside a
stunning pouch in a delicate natural shade of beige
that you can carry with you at all times. Now you
can be stylish and classy even while mending
some old socks!

Price: € 70.13 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Monday 23 November, 2020

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Sewing set - Dark Grey
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH45-177

An elegant and practical sewing kit that is a true
mush-have for all fans of the Cohana brand. It
contains a pair of Seki Mini Scissors, one Sewing
Needle Set for Light/Medium-Weight Cloth and one
Wooden Thread Winder (White) all inside a
stunning pouch in a delicate natural shade of beige
that you can carry with you at all times. Now you
can be stylish and classy even while mending
some old socks!

Price: € 70.13 (incl. VAT)
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Created on Friday 21 May, 2021

Accessories, Fashion & Haberdashery - Organizers, Baskets, Boxes

Hexagonal Temari Box and Sakura-dyed Yarn
da: Cohana

Modello: KITMIL-COH-45-201

The Hexagonal Temari Box is made of high quality
mountain cherry from the Tohoku region. The
smooth texture and beautiful grain of the wood
enhance the cuteness of the tamari ball, which
decorates the top of the box. It can be enjoyed as a
small sewing box with Cohana's small sewing tools,
also as an accessory box or as an interior
decoration.
The Temari ball is decorated with the Japanese
traditional cherry blossom pattern called SAKURA-
kagari.
The yarn, in a limited color only for this set, is
made from pure cotton and specially dyed with
real fallen cherry leaves and can be used for
Temari, Sashiko, embroidery, darning and many
other crafts. 
Diameter: 9cm
Height 7,3cm（Box 5cm＋Temari Ball 2,3cm)
Sakura-dyed Yarn Length 140m

Price: € 113.37 (incl. VAT)
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